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Abstract Hystereses and catastrophes were experimentally investigated in a cavity-based scramjet

combustor. The inflow Mach number was 3.0. Fuel Equivalence Ratio (ER) was continuously reg-

ulated with multi-steps to explore influences of historical regulation directions on combustion

states. Two divided hysteresis loops with catastrophes were observed. By 1-D flow estimations,

the first loop occurred with shock-free/separated scramjet mode transitions, while the second kept

in the separated scramjet mode. This breaks through the traditional knowledge that hysteresis and

catastrophe were certainly related to ramjet/scramjet mode transitions. The first hysteresis and

catastrophes were attributed to flame stabilization mode transitions between the cavity shear-

layer stabilized and the jet-wake stabilized, with flow separation establishment/vanishment

upstream the cavities. The obvious variations of flame and shock/separation structures meant large

wall-pressure changes in the expansive duct, and generated obvious thrust catastrophes. Besides,

transition ER and catastrophe were larger in historical ER-increasing path because combustion effi-

ciency became obviously larger as flow separation established. Difference of critical transition ERs

meant the first hysteresis. The second hysteresis and catastrophes in the jet-wake stabilized mode

were attributed to flame/shock interaction mode transitions between the flame/shock weak interac-

tion mode and intensive interaction mode. Each transition caused slightly stronger/weaker flame

interacting with slightly larger/smaller flow separation, which meant small wall-pressure changes
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Nomenclature

F measured thrust

Fta thrust augmentation
Ma Mach number
p pressure
T temperature

Dtt a time interval of many transient CH* chemilumi-
nescence images

Dtc a time interval close to camera recording period

x x coordinate in a Cartesian coordinate system

Sub/Supscript
CC current case
cv cavity bottom wall-pressure tap

H the higher value

in test-section inlet
L the lower value
min the minimum value
NF case under current inflow but with no fuel injection

ref reference value
* stagnation state
- time-averaged value
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in the expansive duct, and thus thrust catastrophe was unobvious. Hysteresis occurred as the critical

transition ER was slightly higher in historical ER-increasing path because of slightly lower combus-

tion efficiency under slightly smaller separation.

� 2021 Chinese Society of Aeronautics and Astronautics. Production and hosting by Elsevier Ltd. This is

an open access article under the CCBY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Scramjet engines provide propulsions for hypersonic air-
breathing flights.1 A scramjet combustor generally contains a
constant-area isolator and an expansive duct. Former

researchers2–5 observed hysteresis in scramjet combustors,
showing as two possible wall-pressure distributions at a certain
fuel Equivalence Ratio (ER) condition depending on historical

ER regulation directions (decreasing or increasing). Combus-
tion hysteresis is a mathematically6 dual-solution phe-
nomenon, indicating two possible types of combustion states

at a certain ER. The two transitions between the two states
would probably cause abrupt changes named as catastrophes,
which were observed in previous studies.7–12 If the two critical
ERs of transitions from each state were different, then a hys-

teresis loop would appear.13 In other words, hysteresis is
intrinsically related to the catastrophes across the two transi-
tions. Hysteresis and catastrophe in scramjet combustors were

likely to generate hysteresis and catastrophe of wall-pressures
and thrusts, which were adverse for flight controls. Conse-
quently, in-depth knowledge of hysteresis and catastrophe

mechanisms is important and essential for flight control
designs.

To analyze experimental wall-pressure data of a scramjet
combustor, a quick method is to solve 1-D flow equa-

tions,1,14–19 and 1-D Mach number distribution can be
obtained at a certain ER condition. A scramjet combustor is
traditionally divided into two types of combustion states,

namely the ramjet (subsonic combustion) mode and the scram-
jet (supersonic combustion) mode, respectively.1 They can be
distinguished by the minimum Mach number Mamin of 1-D

flow distribution. If Mamin < 1, then it is the ramjet mode, as
the flow is thermally choked somewhere, otherwise it is the
scramjet mode. The scramjet mode is subdivided into the sep-

arated scramjet mode and the shock-free scramjet mode.
‘‘Separated” means shock-train and flow separation occurred

upstream because of enough backpressure-rise by heat release,
and ‘‘shock-free” means not.

As combustor inflows are supersonic and easy to cause

flameout, flameholders such as ramps,2 gas-portfires 3,20,21,
struts4,5,22,23 and cavities5,24,25 are commonly installed in
scramjet combustors. Hystereses were observed based on dif-
ferent flameholders.2–5,26 Rockwell et al. 2 first observed hys-

teresis in a ramp-based combustor under clean-air inflow
condition. They argued hysteresis occurred with ramjet/scram-
jet mode transitions, and proved catastrophe and hysteresis of

thrusts by wall-pressure integrations. The importance of his-
torical ER regulation directions on wall-pressure distributions
was likewise demonstrated by Wei et al. 3 in a gas-portfire-

based combustor. Bao et al. 4 observed hysteresis in a strut-
based combustor, occurring with transitions between the ram-
jet modes with one and two thermal choking points, respec-

tively. In a strut-cavity-based combustor, Zhu and Xu5

observed hysteresis with transitions between the supersonic
combustion mode and the subsonic combustion mode. They
claimed that differences of heat releases under different com-

bustion modes brought about the hysteresis. Yang et al.27 ana-
lytically thought the ramjet-scramjet mode transition was
closely related to the thermal choking effects and shock wave

motion. Feng et al.26 further numerically explicated the inter-
action between the oblique shock train motion and combus-
tion heat release contributed to hysteresis in a variable

geometry combustor.
Thrust catastrophe is a phenomenon bad for flight control,

and thus was concerned by previous studies.7–12,28 Sullins28

first measured thrust during the transition from the ramjet

mode to the shock-free scramjet mode in a backward-step-
based combustor, but no thrust catastrophe was observed. In
a strut-based combustor, Chang et al.7 observed an abrupt

increase of thrust when combustion transited from the sepa-
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rated scramjet mode to the ramjet mode. Xiao et al.8 studied a
cavity-backward-step-based combustor. They observed abrupt
increase and decrease of thrusts during the two transitions

between the shock-free scramjet mode and the ramjet mode,
respectively. Mitani et al.9 defined the intensive combustion
mode and the weak combustion mode by higher and lower

thrust performances, respectively. Then, Ueda et al.10 observed
an abrupt increase of thrust from the weak combustion mode
to the intensive combustion mode in a strut-based engine.

Kouchi et al.11 numerically claimed driving force of the transi-
tion was combustion-generated high pressure, which caused
upstream propagation of the combustion region with
boundary-layer separation. Turner and Smart 12 observed

transitions from the shock-free scramjet mode to the separated
scramjet mode in two slightly different combustors both with-
out flameholders, but thrust catastrophe only occurred in one

combustor.
Thrusts originate from integrations of wall pressures and

frictions. But phenomenally, above studies2–5,7,8,12 commonly

measured wall-pressures without thrusts, lacking direct data
to concurrently testify hysteresis and catastrophe of both
wall-pressures and thrusts. Besides, previous studies utilized

wall-pressures at a few positions to estimate thrusts, which
were not convictive enough to recognize catastrophes.
Mechanically, above studies commonly explained hysteresis
and catastrophe with the ramjet/scramjet modes by 1-D flow

estimations of thermal chokings, or even with the intensive/
weak combustion modes which were not strictly defined. But
1-D estimations had inherent large errors, and only based on

experimental wall-pressure data, lacking more convincing data
supports. Intrinsically, scramjet combustors involve strongly
nonlinear structures such as flames, shocks and separations,

which are the foundations of hysteresis and catastrophe, and
could not be described in 1-D flow estimations. Wall-normal
fuel injections upstream cavity flameholders are popular

designs in combustors8,14,18,19,24,25 for low pressure losses
and cooling requirements. Former studies employed flame-
holders generating strong shocks, and were more likely to gen-
erate hysteresis and catastrophe. But the popular cavity

flameholders do not generate strong shock. Hysteresis and
catastrophe in cavity-based combustors had not been experi-
mentally studied yet.

As techniques developed, researchers could obtain instanta-
neous images of 2-D flame distributions by high-speed photog-
raphy of combustion luminosity or chemiluminescence.29–40

For the generally used ethylene/kerosene fuel, compared to
wideband combustion luminosity, narrow-band CH* chemilu-
minescence is a more reasonable marker of heat release inten-
sity.30 Thus, high-speed photographs of CH*

chemiluminescence were more prevalent in recent studies.29–

36 Using these optical methods, researchers could directly
observe flame structures in scramjet combustors. For a

cavity-based combustor, Micka and Driscoll29 first depicted
two kinds of combustion states by 2-D flame distributions.
The two states are called the jet-wake stabilized mode and

the cavity stabilized mode, which had different stabilized loca-
tions of flame front. The flame front was upstream the cavity in
the jet-wake stabilized mode, and might be ahead of or behind

the fuel injectors. In contrast, the flame front was downstream
the cavity fore-wall in the cavity stabilized mode. This mode
was subdivided into the combined cavity shear-layer/
recirculation stabilized mode and the cavity shear-layer stabi-
lized mode by Sun et al.37. The difference was that the com-
bined mode had distinct flame in the cavity recirculation
region, but the cavity shear-layer stabilized mode did not. Pre-

vious studies provided good knowledges of flame stabilization
characteristics in cavity-based scramjet combustors. However,
the relation between flame stabilizations and hysteresis and

catastrophe remained unclear. Unlike former explanations of
hysteresis and catastrophe by large-error 1-D flow estimations,
in-depth explanation remained to be done from the viewpoint

of flame/flow structures. Our previous numerical study41 pre-
liminarily demonstrated that hysteresis and catastrophe were
not necessarily related to the ramjet/scramjet mode transitions,
and could be strongly related to transitions between different

flame stabilization modes, which guided the current experi-
mental study.

The current study focuses on hysteresis and catastrophe in a

cavity-based scramjet combustor. Cavity flamholders were
installed in the expansive duct of the combustor. Ethylene fuel
was injected wall-normally upstream the cavities. Combustion

tests were performed under the inflow corresponding to a
Mach number 6.0 flight condition. To consider the influence
of historical ER variation directions on combustion states, a

multi-step ER regulation method was employed in each test.
Multiple measuring methods were implemented to acquire
comprehensive data, including wall-pressures, thrusts and
high-speed images of shadowgraphs and CH* chemilumines-

cence. Section 2 introduces the test facility, combustor model,
measuring methods and test scheme. Section 3.1 illustrates hys-
teresis and catastrophe features of two divided hysteresis

loops, and their relations with traditional ramjet/scramjet
modes by 1-D flow analyses. Then from the viewpoint of prac-
tical flow and flame structures, in-depth mechanisms of the

two kinds of hystereses and catastrophes are further elucidated
in Sections 3.2 and 3.3, respectively.

2. Experimental setup

2.1. Test facility and typical time sequence

Experiments were done using a direct-connect supersonic com-
bustion test facility in the Institute of Mechanics, Chinese
Academy of Sciences. Fig. 1 shows a schematic of the facility.

Test gases successively passed through a heater, a Laval noz-
zle, a test-section and a tail-section, and then off-gases were
exhausted outside through an exhaust pipe. Certain fluxes of

air, hydrogen and oxygen were injected into the heater by pres-
sure regulating valves and critical flow Venturi nozzles. The
heater organized sufficient combustion of the injected gases.

The products in heater kept 21% oxygen in mole fraction,
and had predetermined total pressure and total enthalpy to
match a flight condition. The heated gases were accelerated

to supersonic by the Laval nozzle, and then served as the
inflow for test-section.

Fig. 2 shows typical time sequence of each test. The heater
provided test-section inflow for about 4 s from t0 to t8. Pilot

hydrogen was injected into the test-section from t1 to t4, and
ignited by the spark ignitor operating during t0 and t2. Ethy-
lene fuel was injected into the test-section from t3 to t8, and

was ignited by the pilot flame immediately. Efficient test time
of ethylene combustion was about 2 s between t5 and t8, during
which no pilot hydrogen existed.



Fig. 1 Schematic of direct-connect test facility.

Fig. 2 Typical time sequence of each test.

Fig. 4 Cavity and injectors’ configuration and sizes.
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2.2. Combustor model and measuring methods

Fig. 3 is a 2-D schematic diagram of the laterally symmetric

test-section combustor, which included a 400 mm long

constant-area isolator and a 520 mm long 3:6
�
expansive duct.

The combustor width was constantly 80 mm, and the inlet was

40 mm high. Cavities and injectors were installed in the expan-
sive duct, and their configurations and sizes are displayed in
Fig. 4. The 17 mm-deep 65 mm-long cavity spanned the com-

bustor width in spanwise direction. The cavity’s leading edge
was located 100 mm downstream the isolator exit, and the

trailing edge was 67:5
�

sweepback. On the combustor’s
upper/lower wall, six diameter 0.7 mm hydrogen injection
holes and nine diameter 1:0 mm ethylene injection holes

were configured crossways in spanwise direction, and a spark
igniter was installed centrally. They were located 20, 40,
75 mm downstream the isolator exit, respectively. A pressure

regulating valve was utilized for continuous flux regulations
of ethylene injection. The flux was measured by an orifice plate
flowmeter with a 0.4–40 kPa range 0.1% accuracy differential

pressure transmitter.
Multiple measuring methods were applied, including mea-

surements of wall-pressures and thrusts, and high-speed pho-
tography of shadowgraphs and CH* chemiluminescence. For
Fig. 3 Schematic diagram o
the purpose of thrust measuring, as shown in the above
Fig. 1, the heater, nozzle, test-section and tail-section were
fixed coaxially and horizontally on a linear sliding guide rail.
A 4448 N range 0.25% accuracy ‘‘OMEGA LC203-1 K” load

cell was installed on the rail’s left-side, and sampled thrusts at
100 Hz by a ‘‘Pacific-Instruments series 6000” data acquisition
system. To reduce errors, all gas supply pipes employed steel

flexible hose, and the tail-section kept contactless from the
exhaust pipe. Thrust Fta hereunder meant thrust augmentation
as below:

Fta ¼ FCC � FNE ð1Þ
where FCC and FNE represented the measured thrusts of the
case at current ER condition, and the case with no fuel injec-
tion, respectively.

As shown in Fig. 3, to measure wall-pressures, there were
nineteen diameter 0:8 mm 3 mm-depth taps on the upper
and lower walls, respectively. These taps were marked as p1-
f test-section combustor.
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p19 according to their streamwise positions, and located sym-
metrically in spanwise direction except p12, which as shown
in Fig. 4, was located near the sidewall as the spark ignitor

was installed symmetrically. The wall-pressures were measured
by 826 kPa range ‘‘TE-Connectivity ESP-32HD” electronic-
scanned pressure sensors, and sampled by a ‘‘DTC Initium”

pressure acquisition system at 653 Hz. As wall-pressure data
at the same streamwise positions were similar, wall-pressure
analyses in Section 3 will not mention the upper and lower

walls.
Shadowgraph is commonly used for flow visualization of

shocks and flow separations in supersonic flows.42,43 Luminous
intensities of CH* chemiluminescence can provide markers of

the heat release rates in ethylene-fueled combustors.29–33 In
this paper, photographies of shadowgraph and CH* chemilu-
minescence were both utilized, and recorded by two high-

speed cameras, respectively. The 2-D observation regions are
displayed in Fig. 3 with different colors. Shadowgraph region
was around the injectors to observe combustion-induced flow

separations and shocks. CH* chemiluminescence region was
around the cavities to observe flame stabilizations. The region
between the injectors and the cavities was observed by both

methods. The shadowgraph used a tungsten lamp light source.
The images were recorded by a ‘‘FASTCAM Mini UX50”
camera at 2000 frame/s, 0.03 ms exposure time and
1280 pixel� 536 pixel spatial resolution. CH* chemilumines-

cence was observed through a �10 mm bandwidth optical fil-
ter centered at 430 nm. The images were recorded by a
‘‘FASTCAM SA4” camera at 4000 frame/s, 0.25 ms exposure

time and 896 pixel� 464 pixel spatial resolution.
Besides the above measuring methods, to monitor injection

pressures, two pressure transmitters were installed on the

hydrogen and ethylene fuel supply pipes, respectively. The
two pressures were recorded at 100 Hz by the aforementioned
‘‘Pacific-Instruments series 6000” data acquisition system. All

experimental data acquisitions were triggered by the same
Transistor-Transistor Logic (TTL) signal source to ensure
recording time consistency of these data.

2.3. Inflow condition and test scheme

In this paper, the test-section inflow was constant, which sim-
ulated a flight condition of Mach number 6.0 and height

27 km. Table 1 lists the detailed inflow parameters. The inflow
Mach number, stagnation temperature and stagnation pres-
sure were 3.0, 1657 K and 2100 kPa, respectively. The inflow

static pressure was pin ¼ 40 kPa, and is used below as the ref-
erence pressure pref for normalizations of wall-pressure data.

This work studied combustion hysteresis, which meant the
effects of historical ER variation directions on combustion

states. To consider these effects, a multi-step ER regulation
method was used in each test, in which ER was regulated step
by step to certain target ER condition. Fig. 5 illustrates the

regulation method, in which the red and the black lines repre-
sent the regulation paths for historical ER decreasing and
Table 1 Test-section inflow parameters.

Parameter Main T�
in(K) p�in(kPa)

Value 3.0 1657 2100
increasing directions, respectively. Current test scheme referred
to former numerical study 41 which claimed that hysteresis
could result from transitions between the jet-wake stabilized

mode and the cavity shear-layer stabilized mode in cavity-
based combustors, which had not be experimentally observed
by previous hysteresis studies 2–5,26. Consequently, at an initial

ER condition in Fig. 5, the flame should be in the jet-wake sta-
bilized mode if it was in historical ER decreasing path, and
should be in the cavity shear-layer stabilized mode if it was

in historical ER increasing path.

3. Results and discussion

Tests were performed by the scheme in Section 2.3, and two
divided hysteresis loops were observed, indicating two differ-
ent kinds of combustion hystereses. Section 3.1 illustrates basic

hysteresis and catastrophe features, and recognizes their rela-
tions with ramjet/scramjet mode transitions by traditional 1-
D flow analyses.14 Then by detailed analyses from the view-
point of practical flame and flow structures, in-depth occur-

rence mechanisms of hystereses and catastrophes are further
elucidated in Section 3.2 and 3.3, respectively.

3.1. Two kinds of combustion hystereses

In a cavity-based combustor, flame commonly exists near cav-
ities, and thus the cavity bottom pressure pcv can represent

combustion status. Fig. 6 depicts the time-averaged pressure

pcv
�

at different target ER conditions. A hollow/solid diamond

symbol means pcv
�

at each target ER condition, and is normal-
ized by the reference pressure pref mentioned in Section 2.3.

This chart illustrates two divided hysteresis loops, differing
from former studies of only one loop 2–5,26, and experimentally
verified our former numerical study.41 The results were exper-
imentally repeated for reliability. The first and the second hys-

teresis loops occurred between the ER ranges of 0.13–0.42 and
0.52–0.68, respectively. The first loop was much larger than the

second. Meanwhile, in both hysteresis ER ranges, pcv
�

depended

on historical ER variation directions. pcv
�

was higher in histor-

ical ER-decreasing path than ER-increasing.

Fig. 7 displays time-averaged thrust Fta

�
at different target

ER conditions. Figs. 6 and 7 show that thrusts and cavity bot-

tom wall-pressures had similar trends as target ER differed.
Meanwhile, thrust and wall-pressure synchronously underwent
catastrophes across critical target ER conditions. For instance,
Fig. 5 Sketch of multi-step ER regulations.



Fig. 6 Normalized cavity bottom pressure pcv
�

=pref vs target ER

condition.

Table 2 Catastrophe degrees of cavity bottom pressure vpcv
�

and thrust v
Fta

� at different target ER conditions.

Target ER 0.20 0.30 0.58 0.64

vpcv
� (%) 70 71 5 7

v
Fta

� (%) 40 44 11 12
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thrust and wall-pressure abruptly increased from target
ER = 0.30 to ER = 0.42 conditions in historical ER-
increasing path. This proved the direct relation between catas-

trophes of thrust and wall-pressure. Besides, it should be noted
in the first loop, thrust catastrophe was much larger in histor-
ical ER-increasing path than ER-decreasing.

Quantificationally, catastrophe degree vw is defined as

below:

vw ¼ wH � wL

wH

� 100% ð2Þ

where w represents pcv
�

or Fta

�
, and subscripts ‘‘H” and ‘‘L”

denote the higher and lower values of w, respectively. Catas-
trophe degrees of cavity bottom pressure vpcv

� and thrust v
Fta
�

at different target ER conditions are listed in Table 2, which

illustrates the first hysteresis loop included much larger catas-
trophes than the second. For example, vpcv

� and v
Fta
� were 70%

and 40% at target ER = 0.20 in the first loop, but only 5%
and 11% at target ER = 0.58 in the second, respectively. This

also indicated the two divided hysteresis loops included two
different kinds of hystereses and relevant catastrophes.
Besides, Table 2 shows vpcv

� and v
Fta
� differed a little at the same

target ERs. The quantificational differences demonstrated
Fig. 7 Time-averaged thrust Fta

�
vs target ER condition.
thrust and wall-pressure variations were not absolutely consis-

tent. This is because thrust is mainly composed of wall-
pressure integration in the entire expansive duct, and wall-
pressure variations along the duct generally did not vary in

equal proportion. Thus, a single port wall-pressure variation
did not absolutely accord with thrust variation.

To understand hystereses and catastrophes from the tradi-
tional angle of 1-D flow thermal choking, wall-pressure data

are one-dimensionally analyzed to recognize ramjet/scramjet
mode.14 Fig. 8 shows typical 1-D pressure p=pref and Mach
number Ma distributions at target ER = 0.30 and

ER= 0.42 conditions in historical ER-increasing path, respec-
tively. At ER = 0.30, the obviously streamwise low pressures
and Mamin > 1:0 indicated the shock-free scramjet mode. At

ER = 0.42, the streamwise high pressures and the pressure-
rise origin ahead of injectors meant flow separation, and
Mamin > 1:0 indicated the separated scramjet mode. These
two cases are representations of low-pressure and high-

pressure cases in the first hysteresis loop shown in Fig. 6,
respectively. Thus, the first hysteresis and relevant catastro-
phes occurred in the separated/shock-free scramjet mode tran-

sition region.
Fig. 9 shows typical 1- D p=pref and Ma distributions at tar-

get ER = 0.64 and ER = 0.68 conditions in historical ER-

increasing path, respectively. Compared to ER = 0.42 case
in Fig. 8, the current two cases had higher streamwise pres-
sures because of higher ERs. Meanwhile, Mamin > 1:0 indi-

cated they were also in the separated scramjet mode. Other
cases in the above Fig. 6 had ERs lower than 0.68, indicating
lower wall-pressures, and thus no case was in the ramjet mode.
Consequently, the second hysteresis and relevant catastrophes

occurred in the separated scramjet mode, quite different from
Fig. 8 Typical 1-D pressure p=pref and Mach number Ma

distributions in the first hysteresis loop.



Fig. 9 Typical 1-D pressure p=pref and Mach number Ma

distributions in the second hysteresis loop.

Fig. 10 Streamwise wall-pressure distribution time history of
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previous studies 2–5 of hysteresis and catastrophe in the ramjet/
scramjet mode transition region. In other words, the current
results indicate hysteresis and relevant catastrophes are not

necessarily related to ramjet/scramjet mode transitions.
The two kinds of hysteresis and relevant catastrophes can

also be preliminarily understood from the viewpoint of the

intensive/weak combustion mode, which was not strictly
defined by thrust performances. The cavity bottom pressure
pcv represent combustion pressure. Figs. 6 and 7 and Table 2
illustrate a higher combustion pressure resulted in a higher

thrust performance. According to Brayton cycle analysis,44,45

a higher combustion pressure indicates a higher thermal effi-
ciency, and further indicates a higher thrust assuming constant

heat release. On the other hand, high combustion pressure
commonly generates flow separation, corresponding to the
ramjet mode or the separated scramjet mode. Relatively, low

combustion pressure does not generate flow separation, corre-
sponding to the shock-free scramjet mode. Thus, the intensive/
weak combustion modes could be more strictly defined as
below. The intensive combustion mode is identified by a high

thrust and combustion-zone pressures high enough to generate
flow separation. The weak combustion mode is identified by a
low thrust and low combustion-zone pressures generating no

separation. Consequently, the first kind of hysteresis and rele-
vant catastrophes occurred with transitions between the inten-
sive combustion mode and the weak combustion mode, while

the second kept in the intensive combustion mode.

3.2. Mechanism of the first hysteresis and obvious thrust
catastrophes

The above Figs. 6 and 7 illustrate that the first hysteresis loop
included two large catastrophes occurring in Cases A and B,
respectively. ER was continuously regulated in Case A from

initial ER = 0.30 condition to target ER = 0.42 condition
using the historical ER-increasing path shown in Fig. 5. ER
was continuously regulated in Case B from initial

ER = 0.30 condition to target ER = 0.13 condition using
the historical ER-decreasing path. As mentioned in Section 2.3,
the flames at initial ER = 0.30 conditions were in the cavity

shear-layer stabilized and jet-wake stabilized modes in Cases
A and B, respectively. Hysteresis is strongly related to the rel-
evant catastrophes. Thus, to clarify in-depth mechanism of the
first hysteresis, this section analyzes catastrophes in Cases A
and B in details, particularly from the view of flow and flame

structural evolutions.
The catastrophe when ER regulated from initial ER = 0.30

to target ER = 0.42 in historical ER-increasing path is illus-

trated first. Fig. 10 is streamwise wall-pressure distribution
time history of Case A. The pressures are normalized with
the reference pressure pref given in Section 2.3. Fig. 11 is the

corresponding thrust Fta and ER time histories of Case A.
The wall-pressure evolution could be divided into I, II, III
and IV stages based on the variation feature of streamwise
pressure-rises, particularly the pressure-rise origin. Stage I

was in the shock-free scramjet mode, mostly at initial
ER = 0.30 condition whose 1-D flow distribution is illustrated
in the above Fig. 8. The streamwise pressures were low and

close to the inflow pressure, and thus Fta was relatively low
as shown in Fig. 11. As ER increased, wall-pressures gradually
increased downstream the cavities. Then as ER further

increased, streamwise wall-pressures underwent abrupt
increases in Stage II, especially near the cavities and injectors.
The pressure-rise origin abruptly moved upstream to about

x ¼ 300 mm ahead of the injectors, and a higher pressure-
rises of about 2.6 occurred near the injectors. This indicated
the occurrence of combustion-induced shocks and large flow
separation around the injectors. Meanwhile, transition from

the shock-free scramjet mode to the separated scramjet mode
happened according to 1-D analyses like Fig. 8. The abrupt
increase of wall-pressure distribution in the expansive duct

benefit thrust, and thus Fta abruptly increased in Stage II as
shown in Fig. 11. Then as ER kept increasing in Stage III, it
remained in the separated scramjet mode. Meanwhile, the peak

pressure-rise near the injectors gradually increased to about
4.6, indicating the strengthening of combustion-induced
shocks. Soon after ER stopped increasing in Stage IV, stream-

wise wall-pressure distribution achieved the stabilized state at
target ER = 0.42 condition. Fta in this stage was obviously
higher than Stage I as shown in Fig. 11.

Stages I and IV was the initial and final states in Fig. 10.

Their typical 1-D flow distributions have been plotted in
Fig. 8. To view their flame and flow structures, Fig. 12 displays
the typical 2-D images of CH* chemiluminescence and simul-

taneous shadowgraph. For direct view of heat release intensity,
CH* chemiluminescence images are transformed from original
Case A.



Fig. 11 Thrust Fta and ER time histories of Case A.

Fig. 12 Typical shadowgraph and CH* chemiluminescence

images in Stages I and IV.

Fig. 13 Typical CH* chemiluminescence images in Stage II.
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grayscales to pseudo-colors. The color bars are normalized
between 0–1 by the same luminescence intensity close to the
highest. For clear view of shocks in shadowgraph images,

green-dashed lines marked injection bow shocks by interac-
tions of jet flow and supersonic main-flow, and yellow-
dashed lines marked the pre-combustion shocks by down-
stream heat release induced pressure-rise. In Stage I, Fig. 12

(a) shows the flame was in the cavity shear-layer stabilized
mode. No heat release occurred upstream the cavities or in
the recirculation zones, and only weak heat release occurred

near the cavity shear-layer and aft-wall. The low pressure-
rises as shown in Figs. 8 and 10 generated no flow separation.
Thus, only injection bow shocks existed, indicating the main

flow was supersonic without separation. Differently, in Stage
IV, the flame was in the jet-wake stabilized mode as shown
in Fig. 12(b). The flame was strong, and widespread flame
occurred upstream the cavities. The high pressure-rises as

shown in Figs. 8 and 10, could generate flow separation. Thus,
pre-combustion shocks occurred. Comparing the two shadow-
graph images in Fig. 12, the irregular stripes near the injectors

in Fig. 12(b) indicated heat release or flow separation, and the
relatively regular pattern in Fig. 12(a) meant no heat release
and separation.

To deeply understand the abrupt increase of wall-pressures
in Stage II of Fig. 10, Figs. 13 and 14 display typical CH*
chemiluminescence and shadowgraph images, respectively.

Injection bow shocks are marked with green-dashed lines,
and the most upstream combustion-induced shocks in view
are marked with yellow-dashed lines. Figs. 13 and 14 illustrate
abrupt change of flame and flow structures in Stage II. At first,

as shown in Figs. 13(a), (b), the flame intensified near the cav-
ity shear-layer and recirculation zone as ER further increased.
But the injection bow shocks indicated no flow separation

upstream the cavities, as shown in Figs. 14(a), (b). Stronger
heat release could reduce flow speed while increasing tempera-
ture and pressure. These could increase residence time and

shorten ignition delay time, and thus benefit flame propaga-
tion. Then as Fig. 13(c) displays, the flame developed much
stronger and some flame occurred upstream the cavities. The
stronger heat release caused higher pressure-rises, generating

larger flow separation, and the relevant shock occurred
upstream the cavities, as shown in Fig. 14(c). This shock-
separation structure could further reduce flow speed, and pro-
mote combustion. Thus, as shown in Figs. 13(d)–(f), the flame

became more and more stronger, and propagated further
upstream and occurred ahead of the injectors. As the flame
propagated, high pressure-rise region also occurred upstream

the injectors, as shown in Fig. 10. Meanwhile, Figs. 14(d)–(f)
display the shocks moved upstream, indicating flow separation
near the injectors. Flow separation meant much higher com-
bustion efficiency than no separation. Thus, the flame kept

intensifying as ER kept increasing as shown in Figs. 13(g)–
(h). Meanwhile, flow separation became stronger, showing as
the shocks became further away from the injectors shown in

Figs. 14(g)–(h). Across the above process, the flame transited
from the cavity shear-layer stabilized mode to the jet-wake sta-
bilized mode, and flow separation established upstream the

cavities. The following flame and flow structural evolutions
can be easily inferred from Fig. 10. In Stage III, the jet-wake
stabilized flame further intensified as ER continuously

increased, causing higher pressure-rises. Then in Stage IV,



Fig. 14 Simultaneous shadowgraph images in Stage II.
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soon after ER stopped increasing, interaction between the jet-
wake stabilized flame and the separation induced shock-train

achieved balance. Thus, the streamwise pressure distribution
at target ER = 0.40 condition was achieved, as shown in
Figs. 8 and 10. From the above, the catastrophe in historical

ER-increasing path of the first hysteresis was attributed to
flame stabilization mode transition from the cavity shear-
layer stabilized to the jet-wake stabilized. Meanwhile, this
transition caused establishment of flow separation and shocks

upstream the cavities.
The catastrophe in historical ER-increasing path of the first

hysteresis loop is illustrated above. The inverse catastrophe

was observed in Case B when ER was regulated from initial
ER = 0.30 to target ER = 0.13 in historical ER-decreasing
path. This catastrophe is illustrated detailedly below. Fig. 15

displays the streamwise wall-pressure distribution time history.
Fig. 16 is the corresponding thrust Fta and ER time histories
and could be divided into V, VI, VII and VIII stages as usual.
The Stages V and VI were in the separated scramjet mode with

1-D flow distributions like the distribution at ER = 0.42
shown in Fig. 8. Continuous ER decrease in Stage VI caused
gradual wall-pressure and decrease as shown in Figs. 15 and

16. The pressure-rise near the injectors gradually decreased
from 3.2 to 1.6, and pressure-rise origin gradually moved
downstream from about x ¼ 300 mm to x ¼ 350 mm.

Then as ER further decreased, wall-pressure and Fta catastro-
phes occurred in Stage VII. Streamwise wall-pressures
abruptly decreased especially near the injectors and cavities,

along with disappearance of the pressure-rise origin. The
abrupt wall-pressure decreases in the expansive duct impaired
thrust, and thus Fta abruptly decreased. Meantime, transition
from the separated scramjet mode to the shock-free scramjet

mode happened by 1-D analyses like Fig. 8. Then in Stage
VIII, the streamwise wall-pressure distribution varied little as
ER decreased. After ER stopped decreasing, it kept in the

shock-free scramjet mode at target ER = 0.13 condition,
whose 1-D flow distribution was similar to the distribution
at ER = 0.30 shown in Fig. 8. Compared to the wall-
pressure and Fta variations during the increase of ER in the

above Figs. 10 and 11, the inverse variation features in this
condition were similar. But the critical transition ER here
was lower, resulting in relatively smaller wall-pressure and

thrust catastrophes.
To deeply understand the catastrophe in Stage VII, Figs. 17

and 18 display the typical 2-D images of CH* chemilumines-

cence and simultaneous shadowgraph, respectively. At first
as shown in Figs. 17(a)–(d), the flame weakened rapidly as
ER further decreased, and even disappeared upstream the cav-
ity. Meantime, the shocks moved downstream, but still existed

upstream the cavities, as shown in Figs. 18(a)–(d). The shock
movements here and the wall-pressure reductions in Fig. 15
together indicated recession of flow separation. This recession

meant higher flow speed upstream the cavities, which in return
suppressed combustion. Thus, as shown in Fig. 17(e), the flame
further weakened, and only existed downstream the cavity

fore-wall. Meantime, combustion-induced shocks disappear
upstream the cavities as shown in Fig. 18(e), indicating not
enough heat release to support flow separation upstream the

cavities any more. Without the aid of flow separation, combus-
tion efficiency would be much lower. Thus, the flame became



Fig. 15 Streamwise wall-pressure distribution time history of

Case B.

Fig. 16 Thrust Fta and ER time histories of Case B.

Fig. 17 Typical CH* chemiluminescence images in Stage VII.
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quite weak, and could only stabilize near the low-speed cavity
shear-layer as shown in Fig. 17(f). The injection bow-shocks in

Fig. 18(f) indicated that the main flow was supersonic without
separation upstream the cavities. From the above, the catas-
trophe in historical ER-decreasing path of the first hysteresis

was attributed to flame stabilization mode transition from
the jet-wake stabilized to the cavity shear-layer stabilized.
Meanwhile, this transition caused vanishment of flow separa-
tion and shocks upstream the cavities.

In summary, wall-pressure and thrust catastrophes in the
first hysteresis loop occurred because of the flame stabilization
mode transitions between the jet-wake stabilized and the cavity

shear-layer stabilized, along with the establishment and van-
ishment of shock/flow separation upstream the cavities, respec-
tively. Across each transition, large changes in flame and

shock/flow separation distributions resulted in large changes
of wall-pressure distributions in the expansive duct, and man-
ifested as an obvious thrust catastrophe. Thrust catastrophe

was larger in historical ER-increasing path than in historical
ER-decreasing path, and the reason was as below. In historical
ER-increasing path, the initial cavity shear-layer mode had low
combustion efficiency because of no flow separation. ER

should exceed a high critical value to generate enough heat
release to trigger flow separation, and then the flame transited
to the jet-wake stabilized. But in historical ER-decreasing

path, the initial jet-wake stabilized mode had high combustion
efficiency because of flow separation. ER should reduce below
a lower critical value to generate heat release not enough to

maintain flow separation, and then the inverse transition to
the cavity shear-layer stabilized occurred. The higher critical
ER in historical ER-increasing path meant the larger thrust

catastrophe, and difference between the two critical transition
ERs resulted in the first hysteresis loop.

3.3. Mechanism of the second hysteresis and unobvious thrust
catastrophes

The above Figs. 6 and 7 illustrate that the second hysteresis
loop involved two small catastrophes occurring in Cases C

and D, respectively. ER was continuously regulated in Case
C from initial ER = 0.58 to target ER= 0.52 using the histor-
ical ER-decreasing path in Fig. 5. ER was continuously regu-

lated in Case D from initial ER = 0.64 to target ER = 0.68
using the historical ER-increasing path. This section analyzes
the catastrophes in Cases C and D in detail for in-depth clar-
ification of the second hysteresis, particularly from the view of

flow and flame structural evolutions.
The catastrophe when ER regulated from initial ER = 0.58

to target ER = 0.52 in historical ER-decreasing path is illus-

trated first. Fig. 19 is streamwise wall-pressure distribution
time history of Case C. Fig. 20 is the corresponding thrust
Fta and ER time histories. The wall-pressure evolution could

be divided into S1, S2, S3 and S4 stages as usual. Stage S1
was in the separated scramjet mode at initial ER = 0.58 con-
dition with a similar 1-D flow distribution at ER= 0.68 shown

in Fig. 9. The pressure-rise origin was at about x ¼ 115 mm.
Then in Stage S2, the cavity bottom pressure-rise decreased
from 4.7 to 4.4, indicating heat release reduction because of
ER decrease. But the pressure-rise origin changed little. The

little decrease of wall-pressures in the expansive duct resulted
in little change of Fta as shown in Fig. 20. Then wall-
pressure catastrophe happened in Stage S3, during which the

pressure-rise origin abruptly moved downstream from
x ¼ 115 mm to x ¼ 245 mm as shown in Fig. 19. The cav-
ity bottom pressure-rise decreased from 4.4 to 4.1, along with

slight wall-pressure decreases in the expansive duct, resulting



Fig. 18 Simultaneous shadowgraph images in Stage VII.

Fig. 19 Streamwise wall-pressure distribution time history of

Case C.

Fig. 20 Thrust Fta and ER time histories of Case C.
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in slight decrease of Fta as shown in Fig. 20. The enlarged Fta

decreasing rate indicated the thrust catastrophe. Then in Stage
S4, as soon as ER stopped decreasing, streamwise wall-
pressure distribution achieved the stabilized state at target

ER = 0.52 condition as shown in Fig. 19. The 1-D flow distri-
bution was similar to the distribution at ER = 0.64 shown in
Fig. 9, but wall-pressures were slightly lower because the cur-

rent ER of 0.52 was lower than 0.64. This stage still kept in the
separated scramjet mode, and Fta was slightly lower than Stage
S1 as shown in Fig. 20.

Flame and flow evolutions from Stage S1 to Stage S4 can be

preliminarily inferred from Fig. 19, including shock and flow
separation intensities inferred from the pressure-rise origin.
In Stage S1, the flame and flow structures were similar to the

state at ER = 0.42 in Fig. 12(b). But current flame was stron-
ger with stronger shocks and larger separation because current
ER of 0.58 was higher than 0.42. In Stage S2, heat release

gradually decreased as ER decreased, showing as gradual
decreases of combustion-zone pressure-rises near the cavities.
But the almost constant pressure-rise origin indicated the
shocks and flow separation changed little. In Stage S3,

combustion-zone pressure-rises decreased to levels not enough
to sustain the shock/flow separation structures. Balance
between flame and shocks was broken, and resulted in the

catastrophe. The obvious downstream movement of
pressure-rise origin in Fig. 19 indicated flow separation chan-
ged obviously smaller. In Stage S4, the smaller separation

could achieve balance with the slightly lower combustion-
induced pressure-rises.

To better understand the wall-pressure catastrophe in Stage

S3, this stage is divided into four equal time intervals. Fig. 21
displays the time-averaged distributions and standard devia-
tions of CH* chemiluminescence in these time intervals, which
mean the time-averaged distributions and instabilities of heat

release, respectively. Fig. 22 displays typical shadowgraph



Fig. 21 Means and standard deviations of CH* chemilumines-

cence images in Stage S3 (Dtt ¼ 50 ms).
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images in this stage. Fig. 21 illustrates the flame kept in the jet-
wake stabilized mode across the catastrophe. The time-

averaged shape of core flame region changed from elliptical
Fig. 22 Typical shadowgraph images in St
to slender near the cavities, indicating the flame slightly weak-
ened. Thus, it manifested as the slight decrease of pressure-rise
near the cavities in Fig. 19. Fig. 21 also illustrates the flame

instability changed a little as shown in the standard deviation
images. The smaller oscillating region and lower amplitudes
near the cavities indicated local flame became more stabilized,

while the flame was less stabilized upstream the cavities. Mean-
while, as the flame weakened, Fig. 22 illustrates the shocks also
changed a little. The shocks in view moved obviously closer to

the injectors, together with the downstream movement of the
pressure-rise origin in Fig. 19, indicating smaller flow separa-
tion. This also agreed with former numerical study,41 in which
the pressure-rise origin movement originated from less shock

reflections, namely a shorter shock-train. The smaller flow sep-
aration meant smaller low-speed region, which was adverse for
combustion. Then after ER stopped decreasing, the smaller

flow separation could match the weakened flame, which
remained in the jet-wake stabilized mode at target
ER = 0.52 condition.

As illustrated above, there are two slightly different flame/
flow structural states across the catastrophe from Stage S2 to
S4. The former state S2 had slightly stronger flame with

slightly larger flow separation and longer shock-train. They
were manifested as higher combustion-zone pressure-rises near
the cavities, and the pressure-rise origin closer to the inlet. The
latter state S4 behaved inversely. Thus, the main difference of

these two states is the coupling interaction between the flame
and the shock/flow structures in the jet-wake stabilized mode.
For easy description, the former state is named as the flame/

shock intensive interaction mode, and the latter is named as
age S3 (Dtt ¼ 50 ms, Dtc ¼ 0:5 ms).



Fig. 24 Thrust Fta and ER time histories of Case D.
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the flame/shock weak interaction mode. In other words, the
catastrophe in historical ER-decreasing path of the second
hysteresis was attributed to flame/shock interaction mode tran-

sition from the intensive interaction mode to the weak interac-
tion mode. Across the transition, the flame became slightly
weaker with smaller flow separation, showing slightly lower

pressure-rises near the cavities and obviously downstream
movement of the pressure-rise origin.

The catastrophe in historical ER-decreasing path of the sec-

ond hysteresis loop is illustrated above. The inverse catastro-
phe in Case D with ER from initial ER = 0.64 to target
ER = 0.68 in historical ER-increasing path is illustrated as
below. Fig. 23 displays the streamwise wall-pressure distribu-

tion time history. Fig. 24 is the corresponding thrust Fta and
ER time histories. The wall-pressure evolution could be
divided into S5, S6, S7 and S8 four stages as usual. Stage S5

was in the separated scramjet mode at initial ER = 0.64 con-
dition with the 1-D flow distribution illustrated in the above
Fig. 9. The pressure-rise origin was at about x ¼ 245 mm.

Then a little while as ER increased in Stage S6, catastrophe
occurred as the pressure-rise origin abruptly moved upstream
from x ¼ 245 mm to x ¼ 115 mm. Meantime, wall-

pressures slightly increased in the expansive duct as the cavity
bottom pressure-rise increased from 4.7 to 5.0. This resulted in
a slight Fta increase as shown in Fig. 24. The enlarged Fta

increasing rate indicated the thrust catastrophe. In Stage S7,

though ER still continuously increased, the streamwise wall-
pressures changed little, resulting in little change of Fta. In
Stage S8, as ER stopped increasing, the streamwise wall-

pressure distribution achieved the stabilized state at target
ER = 0.68 condition with the 1-D flow distribution shown
in the above Fig. 9. This stage still kept in the separated scram-

jet mode, and Fta was slightly higher than in Stage S5 as shown
in Fig. 24. Compared to the wall-pressure and Fta variations
during ER decreasing in the above Figs. 19 and 20, the inverse

variation features here during ER increasing were similar. The
pressure-rise origins across the catastrophes were almost the
same. Though the critical transition ER here was slightly
higher, thrust catastrophe here was similarly small as obvious

wall-pressure variations only occurred in the constant-area
duct.

To directly understand the small catastrophe in Stage S6,

this stage is divided into two equal time intervals. Fig. 25 dis-
plays the time-averaged distributions and standard deviations
Fig. 23 Streamwise wall-pressure distribution time history of

Case D.
of CH* chemiluminescence images. Fig. 26 displays typical
shadowgraph images. Fig. 25 illustrates the flame kept in the
jet-wake stabilized mode across the catastrophe. The time-

averaged shape of core flame region changed from slender to
elliptical near the cavities, indicating the flame slightly intensi-
fied. The flame instability also changed a little as shown in the
standard deviation images. The larger oscillating region and

higher amplitudes near the cavities indicated that local flame
became less stabilized, while it was more stabilized near the
injectors. Meanwhile as flame intensified, Fig. 26 illustrates

the shocks also changed a little. The shocks in view farther
away from the injectors here and the upstream movement of
the pressure-rise origin in Fig. 23 indicated larger flow separa-

tion. This also agreed with former numerical study,41 in which
the movement of the pressure-rise origin originated from more
shock reflections, namely a longer shock-train. The larger flow
separation meant larger low-speed region, which was beneficial

for combustion. Then after ER stopped increasing, the larger
flow separation could match the intensified flame, which kept
in the jet-wake stabilized mode at target ER = 0.68 condition.

Above all, the catastrophe in historical ER-increasing path of
the second hysteresis can also be described from the view of
interactions between flame and shock/flow structures. It was

attributed to flame/shock interaction mode transition from
the weak interaction mode to the intensive interaction mode.
The flame became slightly stronger with larger flow separation,
Fig. 25 Means and standard deviations of CH* chemilumines-

cence images in Stage S6 (Dtt ¼ 100 ms).



Fig. 26 Typical shadowgraph images in Stage S6 (Dtt ¼ 100 ms, Dtc ¼ 0:5 ms).
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showing as slightly higher pressure-rises near the cavities and

obviously upstream movement of the pressure-rise origin.
In summary, catastrophes in the second hysteresis loop

occurred in the jet-wake stabilized mode because of the
flame/shock interaction mode transitions between the weak

interaction mode and the intensive interaction mode. Across
each transition, the flame became slightly stronger/weaker with
larger/smaller flow separation. Meantime, pressure-rises near

the cavities became slightly higher/lower, and the pressure-
rise origin obviously moved upstream/downstream. Small
changes in flame and shock/flow separations resulted in small

changes of wall-pressure distributions in the expansive duct,
while the obvious change of separation in the constant-area
isolator had no effect on thrust. Thus, thrust catastrophe
was unobvious. In historical ER-increasing path, the initial

flame/shock weak interaction mode had smaller flow separa-
tion, indicating slightly lower combustion efficiency. ER
should exceed a slightly higher critical value to generate

enough heat release for higher combustion-zone pressure-
rises to induce the change of shock/flow separation structure.
Then, it transited to the flame/shock intensive interaction

mode. But in historical ER-decreasing path, the initial inten-
sive interaction mode had larger flow separation, indicating
slightly higher combustion efficiency. ER should reduce below

a slightly lower critical value to generate heat release not
enough to maintain the current shock/flow separation struc-
ture, and then the inverse transition occurred. The difference
between the two critical transition ERs resulted in the second

hysteresis loop.

4. Conclusions

This paper studied hysteresis and catastrophe phenomena dur-
ing continuous ER regulations in a cavity-based ethylene-
fueled scramjet combustor by direct-connect combustion tests.

The combustor consisted of a constant-area isolator and an
expansive duct. The popular combination of cavity flamehold-
ers and upstream fuel injection were used in the expansive

duct. The inflow Mach number, stagnation temperature and
stagnation pressure were 3.0, 1657 K and 2100 kPa, respec-
tively. Fuel ER was continuously regulated by a multi-step

manner to explore the influence of historical ER variation
directions. Combustion flow data including wall-pressures,
thrusts and high-speed images of shadowgraphs and CH*
chemiluminescence were obtained. Results display two divided
hysteresis loops. Each had two relevant catastrophes of wall-

pressures and thrusts. Occurrence mechanisms of the hystere-
ses and catastrophes are elucidated from the viewpoint of
flame and shock/flow separation structures. Main conclusions
are as follows:

(1) This work observed a two-loop hysteresis phenomenon
signifying two kinds of combustion hysteresis, while previ-

ous experimental studies 2–5,26 only observed one-loop.
From the view of 1-D flow estimations of thermal choking,
the first kind of hysteresis and relevant catastrophes

occurred in the shock-free/separated scramjet mode transi-
tion region, but the second kept in the separated scramjet
mode. This broke through the traditional knowledge that
hysteresis and catastrophe were surely related to transitions

between the ramjet mode and the scramjet mode.
(2) The first hysteresis and relevant catastrophes were
attributed to flame stabilization mode transitions between

the cavity shear-layer stabilized and the jet-wake stabilized,
accompanied by flow separation establishment/vanishment
upstream the cavities. Through each transition, large

changes of flame and shock/flow separation structures gen-
erated large changes of wall-pressure distributions in the
expansive duct, and manifested as an obvious thrust catas-

trophe. Besides, thrust catastrophe was larger in historical
ER-increasing path than ER-decreasing. This was because
combustion efficiency was low in the cavity shear-layer sta-
bilized mode owing to no flow separation upstream the cav-

ities. Then, a higher critical ER signifying a larger
catastrophe was required to generate enough heat release
to trigger flow separation and induce the transition in his-

torical ER-increasing path. Difference between the two crit-
ical transition ERs resulted in the first hysteresis.
(3) The second hysteresis and relevant catastrophes

occurred in the jet-wake stabilized mode. They were attrib-
uted to the flame/shock interaction mode transitions
between the flame/shock weak interaction mode and the

flame/shock intensive interaction mode. Each transition
resulted in slightly stronger/weaker flame along with lar-
ger/smaller flow separation, and showed as slightly
higher/lower pressure-rises near the cavities and obviously

upstream/downstream movement of the pressure-rise ori-
gin. This meant small changes of wall-pressure distributions
in the expansive duct, along with obvious changes in the

constant-area isolator which did not benefit thrust, and
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thus thrust catastrophe was unobvious. Hysteresis occurred

as the critical transition ER was slightly higher in ER-
increasing path because the initial flame/shock weak inter-
action mode had slightly lower combustion efficiency owing

to smaller flow separation. Then, ER should exceed a
slightly larger critical value to generate enough heat release
to induce the change of shock/flow separation structure,
and trigger the transition.
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